Why Mentors are a Must!

As Benjamin Franklin said, "Tell me and
I forget, teach me and I may remember,
involve me and I learn." Real Estate is a
business, and agents often have little
idea with what is involved in running a
business, including making a business
plan, budgeting, handling daily
operations, making strategic decisions or
running a marketing campaign. With a
mentor there from the start, you can tap
into a wealth of knowledge and get up to
speed faster and shorten that learning
curve.

Movie maker George Lucas noted, "Mentors
have a way of seeing more of our faults that
we would like. It's the only way we grow."
They will always be brutally honest with you
and tell you exactly how it is rather than
downplay any weaknesses they see in you.
This constructive criticism that my mentor
offered helped me to see things in myself that
I could not recognize. I appreciated that
insight because I didn't want someone to pad
my ego. (Well, I did want someone to pad my
ego, but I had to decide that the business was
more important.) Instead, I wanted to know
exactly where I was lacking so I could
improve those areas.

Oprah Winfrey stated, "A mentor is
someone who allows you to see the hope
inside yourself." They are there no
matter what and offer moral support
sprinkled heavily with cheerleading.
There were times that, if there wasn't a
mentor there for me, I could have easily,
"caved-in," emotionally, or given up on
the business. However, I had a mentor
and each one I had wouldn't let me stop
but provided the encouragement and
guidance that gave me hope and
confidence that I could do whatever was
asked of me.

Starting a business is challenging enough, so
if you can skip doing things the hard way,
why wouldn't you? A mentor has been there,
right where you are, and has made numerous
mistakes that they can now use as a basis for
helping others to skip the devastating effects
of not knowing.
I am all about doing things smarter, so a
mentor can share many stories about the
mistakes he made along the way (or has seen
others make) that became learning lessons
minus the pain and lost resources that come
from making those mistakes.
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They provide ideas, thoughts and
insights that challenge and enable you to
see beyond your sphere of influence.
Mentors amplify visions by elevating
your thinking capabilities. Mentors
elevate you by making their shoulders
your platform. They prop you up and this
demonstration of trust must not be
abused as their extensions is a critical
validation that will eventually open
doors and grant you access to
opportunities beyond your circle.

They refuse to let you settle on your
oars and invariably challenge you to
go farther than you can possibly
imagine. They pat you on the back for
your successes, guide you in
extracting lessons from your failures
and by so doing push you far.

Dr. Maria Nemeth – the Academy for
Coaching Excellence
Success Doing What I said I would
do consistently with Clarity Focus
Ease and Grace

Robin Sharma- books podcasts etc.
Great for contribution and beauty
and productivity

Tim Ferriss- books podcasts etc.
Great for thinking about systems,
numbers, and the way things are.
Podcasts are terrific!

Maria Forleo- The world Needs that
special Gift that only you have

Great for creativity, joy and wisdom

Seth Godin- Because your
work matters!

Blog posts get me going every
single day!
Books are deep and witty.
Courses are live changing.

